Argyria is Preventable and Curable
Argyria, like /heavy/ metal poisoning, is preventable and curable. The problem stems from ignoring our root. From where did my cure arise? From the research of Dr. Robert O. Becker, MD, orthopedic surgeon and professor of same at Syracuse New York.
In his book, 'The Body Electric', and in his patent { http://tinyurl.com/becker-patent ], silver was always combined with electricity as a healing modality, never silver alone. In fact, electricity was originally his *only* method for stimulating regeneration of amputated limbs in organisms normally thought to be incapable of spontaneous regeneration, such as: lab rats, frogs, and people.
So, voltage slightly higher than what the body puts out -- a little over one volt -- and an amperage at least a million times less than the hundred or so micro amps put out by the body, namely: a few pico amps or less, of continuous Direct Current electricity /without pulses/, with positive hooked up to the head and negative hooked up to the pelvis or below, will drive nano particles of silver, mercury, aluminum and everything else metallic out of the body and metabolize it before it leaves if it serves any useful purpose to cellular metabolism.
The only caveat to this polarity is among sufferers of Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, or any other similar trauma, in which polarity may need to be swapped: negative to the head and positive to the feet or pelvis, until such time as their condition reverts to normal. This little tip comes courtesy of Leon Ernest Eeman's research dating back to the early part of the 1900s, and cited from his book, 'Co-operative Healing', better known today as Biocircuits revived by Peter Lindemann in the 1970s and cited by Terry and Leslie Patten in their book, 'Biocircuits'.
http://vinyasi.info/texts/biocircuits/cooperativehealing.pdf
In practical terms, this means that a single, dry cell, 'AA' battery can be connected in series with several giga ohms of resistance /rated for low watt conditions: 1/4 watt, for instance, producible by a string of over fifty count 100 mega ohm resistors from: http://www.ebay.com/itm/111551749624 /. This circuit can then be placed underneath one's bed with a positive interface to the head and face, such as an Earthing pillow case { http://earthing.com/ }, and a negative interface to the shins and calves of the feet using an Earthing, mini-bed pad. These interfaces are just examples. Foil duct tape from the hardware store across cheap pillow cases from K-mart or the 99 cent store could serve just as well.
Build a pico ampere sleep circuit for elimination of argyria, metal poisoning & deepened sleep -->>
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LNMaBm69b-M&index=476&list=PLty-nUj7w26r8GHK9aixOPNFhiWbn7KYR
So, to repeat myself...
We use electricity to generate silver in a solution of distilled water by engaging the industry of a colloidal silver generator. Why not use a slightly different flavor of electricity more conducive to the body to help it process and eliminate silver? Silver, like body fat, lodges in the skin which indicates to me that the body is not fully utilizing the benefits of silver or calories.
Ultimately, though, it's not current (represented by amperes) which helps the body utilize and eliminate silver. It's voltage which does this.
It also stands to reason that whatever works for silver works for everything else conductive of electricity, whether: good, toxic or indifferent to the body's tolerance for metallic substances of any sort.
PostScript - I gave myself argyria, topically, twice and rid myself of it twice using a sleep circuit every night. I doubt anybody thinks of electricity when thinking how permanent it has been for humanity over the course of centuries steeped in ignorance on the conductivity of metals and the electrical convertibility of metallic particles back into ionic format making their physiological elimination automatic. So be it. We are through with suffering. Suffering is Gothic. We are not Gothic; we're technologically savvy enough to know that there is a technical solution to all problems, for where ever there is mercy there is God.

